72nd Student Senate
Racial Inclusivity and Justice Ad Hoc
Date: 02/05/2021 via Zoom
Call to Order: 6:01 p.m.
Members Present: Chair Hunter, Vice Chair Gonzalez, Senator(s) Daraldik, Lewis, Ramos,
Randall, Soto, Wang, Ad Hoc Member Williams
Members Absent: None
Guests: Anna Van Gurp
Announcements:
● Chair - None
● Vice Chair - None
● Members - (Randall) RTAC Requests, please spread the word. We have a lot of money
and we can fund conference registration fees and all that. Tell your friends!
● Guests - (Anna) Happy to be here
Committee Business:
● Rules of Procedure, Roundtable on issues
New Business:
● Rules of Procedure
○ Move to amend rules
■ Senator Daraldik
■ Senator Ramos seconds
○ Move to adopt Rules of Procedure
■ Wang
■ Daraldik seconds
● Roundtable
○ Gonzalez moves
○ Daraldik seconds
○ Ramos: Working on Rez change and Homecoming. Homecoming live was
adopted so I need to figure out if they’re keeping that for good. For the Rez, I did
research and started a doc about health issues to show the discrepancies in
using that name with actual life in a reservation. Added my own opinion, bc of
personal experiences. Progress has a Seminole history and awareness
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subcommittee. Want to draft an email and want to ask you all about it as well as
the subcommittee. Wanna get it out by Friday.
Daraldik: Aspects of statutes that are about Homecoming. You can look at
changing names within the statutes. You can strike it and talk to Homecoming
director about it. If they choose to disagree, you can still put the bill up if need be.
Anna: Student affairs is working on renaming the rez as we speak. Had a divison
wide call yesterday. Conversation is in action. Don’t know how they will decide to
change it, Retreat at the Lake, but there may be an opportunity to collaborate
with Student Affairs. I can look at who is leading that so we can reach out if you
want. Will report back.
Wang: Maybe see if they have Native American voices in the conversation.
Ramos: Seminole history and culture classes being created and more
encouraged. Having events with the Tribe where they come and maybe have a
Q&A. Want to lead an aspect of that movement
Gonzalez: Passed the race and ethnicity requirement
Randall: Minority admission powerpoint, Met with Terrell about diversity and
outreach in office of admissions, biggest thing was partner schools for low
income minority communities. Two in Leon county. Applications have increased
after partnerships. After pandemic, applications from partner schools are down by
50%. Recruiting from partner schools is a goal, start sooner, offer more test prep,
connect with rsos that can extend that test prep and resources, encourage dual
enrollment and accounts with coalition app. Gap between care students and
others was great enough they had to extend another scholarship of 3k a year
over 4 yrs ($12k total). Recruiting CARE students, application discrepancies after
pandemic started, been focusing on emailing and calling students and one on
one visits has been beneficial. Increasing sense of community, applying versus
enrolling, lack of community affects enrollment for marginalized communities. For
tours, there are no spots that showcase the minority communities that exists at
FSU, marketing as well. Solutions, care has videos they’re working for,
admissions looking to create a landing page that highlights programs that relate
to various identities. Increase number of events where prospective students can
hear experiences. Instant Decision Days, bring everything needed for application
at college fairs/meeting w admissions coordinator.
■ Link to PPT:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vpDj9BHQcA2Ay-Jqx_8aQ4otFK
VTeLJ63EOkfw1Vrn0/edit?usp=sharing
Gonzalez: recruitment of care, emulating care and its resources but not
using/outsourcing them
Hunter: Bringing different people outside of CARE to share their stories and
experiences with Terrell. Use Senate to look for people who want to speak their
truth.
Daraldik: I agree, sharing your experiences is so important. You never know who
your story is gonna touch.
Randall: Next meeting w/Terrell is going to be about how he wants info to get to
him. How does he want to go about the recruitment aspect and how we can play
a role.
Hunter: Come back with more about first year scholarships. Besides that, UCC
counseling resolution is in the works about out of state students being included in
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counseling, also urging counselors that are qualified across borders and
specialize in marginalized communities, and income based issues. Hopes is to
finish in next 2 weeks.
Gonzalez: Aramark meeting
Daraldik: Why just prison labor in Florida? Why not in the whole nation? It’s
literally slavery. I don’t understand why it’s so hard.
Ramos: I’m one of the ones that runs the Aramark instagram. We’re having a
protest with Tally SDS. Amy Petroni redacted Gigi’s piece on HerCampus about
Aramark and sent her an angry letter. Told her to take it down.
Daraldik: Im so frustrated. The University really doesn’t care. Black History
Month: resolution honoring them and having more of a connection with BSU
because we don’t have one anymore. Maybe do an event? Try to find a speaker,
dobby flowers and fred?
Hunter: OL and intersectionality, does anyone know about NSFP’s process?
Because that’s a bit problematic
Lewis: She was only in the OL process for 2 weeks
Soto: NSFP never talked about intersectionality. Former AD was black but she
stepped down and I don’t know what their plans are. Mention of oppression is the
Holocaust, which I don’t really like. Bummed me out during protests/BLM that I
didn’t know what to do and had to reach out. I learned a lot in reaching out but
that should’ve been taught.
Randall: Are they talking about the agencies, minority RSOs, CARE? Love to
have a conversation about getting that to happen.
Daraldik: Don’t think we covered the reality of being in a PWI in my experience in
orientation. Didn't’ look at how we are treated and how we are reacted to. As
Muslim, I’m looked at differently than my sister is because of the patriarchy. If I
had that conversation, I would’ve approached different spaces way different than
I did. Men suck.
Ramos: Interested in looking at what OLs learn. The orientation for transfer
students were terrible. Buses were late, bunch of white people, not to be that
person. How do we go about fixing that? I didn’t visit before I got here. I felt so
weird and out of place being there. Not enough transfer representation in NSFP.
Lewis: Something I’m observing in OL training, they’re choosing a lot of CARE
and minority students to be OLs. That’s how they’re handling it. Can look at
applying similar things for first years to transfer students and minorities. Get no
type of support or connections as transfers.
Move to exit roundtable
■ Gonzalez
■ Daraldik seconds

Unfinished Business: None
Final Announcements:
● Williams: Sorry I couldn’t interact with y’all as much, had a GBM before this. Excited to
continue in this committee, add to the conversation, and look for innovative ways to
make FSU better than when we came. I love the energy here and I think we can make a
lot of progress. I’m not in this for a title and I think none of us should be here if that’s the
case. Text me if anything and I look forward to next meeting

●

Daraldik: This is my baby and I’m excited to move this forward. Excited to accomplish
some sense of justice for our communities. I’m frustrated that people don’t think we care
or see micro aggressions. Last thing, men do suck and women are the superior gender.
● Gonzalez: I want to touch on what Marcus said really quick. Last Senate we had to bug
people to come. This committee is about heart and passion and if you can’t do that, ITS
OKAY, but its about that passion and what we can do with it. Thank you for bringing that
energy here.
Date and Time of Next Meeting: Feb 19 at 7pm
Adjourned: 7:38 p.m.

